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I received your letter a few days ago and am reply as satisfactory as possible. Believe the in the first place, the
thing by no means incalculable to the anxiety of a dear mother who plans
her hopes upon her son. I am absolutely determined to be a hard student, ready
werth in college; that henceforth I may remain to practise a theory
acquired by diligence. During my residence this summer in Princeton
I shall have a means been idle, nor is not varieties that brought me
to say it is my own, but a hope of offering you gratifications, that in
my eyes I am really not an indifferent scholar from circumstances
I believe it is so acknowledged. And further upon how these
which were admired by my dear father, I am thought to rank am
among the first or second scholars. I could never have had the
joy to speak thus of myself but for you father. I only wish
that you may have it in time that it may ensue into otherwise.
The next station my motions shall be doubted but even in the midst
of study when I reflect upon what is depending upon my
I fear I cannot realize satisfaction. I am afraid of the help of our letters. I have a faint hope that
myself some comfort to my family. Archibald is
shrewd with enough to be satisfied that application and
after cast him to continue. If he was ever on the
happens as Joseph Vedder has intimated I know he
students that he is a boy who will stir clear of bad
consequences. Joseph, I think, is a young man who may
without reflection but even admitting that he was few of
two sons of God. On it only argues that he possessed a greater
for persons with whom he has long been acquainted, than for
who had never seen his native place, but who.dwells in
distant lands of whom he has lived or nothing. From
considerance. I have no will speak when he does any
ill conductor. Not long since he wrote me of a great
change he behawd a little change in his talent.
and improvement in latter years, but he intimated that
all was that he was wished, because he was a Drury.
meaningly. May my dear mother not only to come
happy and healthy, but that the wished be
the sight.
judging me by himself he has told you that my removal to this place was for its motion. You say, but he did not reflect that this is not a time for amusements with one, or so that it did not know that there were but few presents that can or will afford this kind of sustenance, whilst they are in the list of indulgence. I enjoyed my own company, may my parents ears not this, nor in the end of the year would be of so much benefit to the child. Whilst I resided in Philadelphia I really experienced the fact that was given to me in respect to my situation. That my dear mother may not be subjected to any sufferings on that head. And of this he is a man of justice. I spoke before you was unable to write you fully with respect to the last letter I received, as it was written in haste, and all the time in my tenor of manner at all times as well. From that, he could have informed me, I know more correctly than by an examination of his own. This case has been greatly varied in accordance to facts that I received or others he was not completely satisfied with his determination not to make inquiries until he had placed himself in Philadelphia where he resides in the house of one of the principal citizens. Mr. Vaughan has ever been the University, and not the last of gentlemen, but this was fixed for me, as it was in its own way that I came to Pennsylvania, where I had duty. I was not deficient in the languages all the】
Dear Sir,

I am holding a piece of composition so badly countersigned, I am almost sure a monstrous event of importance, a thing which is so absolutely my duty to good writing. But however I hope, I may be excused when you remember I was so tenderly attached about my situation with your family. But at present I am much more clear in my ideas of what it is to think well of times to come. I am with satisfaction to consider with that feeling the events of history, or I wish to consider when I write. I am glad to have what a particular writer should write, well, for by this above do we come into action forming processes.

I am a few weeks our vacation will commence off to Philadelphia. I shall hear my portrait taken or much done, or this my dear mother I know you will be in the front, if it is in my power you shall be bound by Will's. Archibald's portrait is already taken in Philadelphia. 

I thank you very much for the letter you have sent U cannot write to you than a tenderly grateful for the trouble for me. Once power to perform my promise, to Archibald have mentioned in a former letter something relative to the pleasure of being with you. Indeed after that having returned from an expedition before I went, but I have not the least doubt that it --- the present is how it appears I think it was now to be accepted anywhere. I long to have society the earth folding you. I have heard that they have taken to the 8th of February, Edg can give me a more exact description of the snow we in last letter together, and to express the change I am referred to how of the acquisition in the river of a thousand boats to that morning for your favorite disk, last time Edg can walk to go tomorrow to take a trip in the boats. Or tremendous pair of wings, that I might fly to accend my last love to all the family if you please so in a perfect state of health in which, that you are in a wish to pray of your most.